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0. INTR~OU~TION 
Let G be a finite or infinite compact Abelian group with normed Haar 
measure m, let C(G) be the space of all complex-valued continuous functions 
on G and let G be the set of all finite-dimensional, irreducible, unitary 
representations of G. So all elements of G are one-dimensional, multiplicative 
characters of G. 
We consider finite Kc G, their linear hull (K) c C(G), and the Fourier 
projector FK: C(G) + (K); 
(FJXx> := j D& - 0 f(t) Wf) 
G 
with the Dirichlet kernel D, := CycK y. 
The space of continuous linear operators L(C(G), (K)) is furnished with 
the norm 
induced by the norm of uniform convergence on C(G). 
In the classical case G = [R/27$, K, = (ek 1 ek(l) = eik’, Ikl < n}, and 
(K,) = P,, the problem of finding all minima1 projectors is completely 
solved; Lozinsky [7] has shown that FK, has minimal norm among all linear 
projectors C,, + P,, the uniqueness has been proved by Cheney et al. ] 1 ]. 
The last result does not extend to the general case according to Lambert 
[4, 51. In the case G = R/27rZ, D, real and determined up to a constant 
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factor by its alternating points, FK is the unique minimal norm projector, if 
and only if 
In the general case this equivalence does not hold, and we give a charac- 
terization of the minimal operators (Section 2). 
We begin with an investigation of the mean value 
I^ J(x) Wx) G 
with the Lebesgue function A(x) := ]a# ]; 2 denoting the evaluation functional 
if :=f(x). Doing this we prove a more general version of a result in [8]. The 
method of proof also is similar to the one used in [8]. 
1. ON THE MINIMALITY IN MEAN 
First we introduce some notations. 
Of special importance in this paper is the convex cone 
Let M(G) be the space of all Radon measures on G. For each ,u E M(G) and 
S, g E C(G) we write 
and 
4.f) = j SW 44t) 
G 
(gel)(f) = I, f(t) g(t) Wt). 
Denoting a linear operator Q of the form 
W)(x) = j f(t) P(x - 0 440 for allfE C(G) 
G 
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all operators $ E L(C(G), (K)) h ave a representation of the form 4 = 
Cydy@ Y* 
We restrict our attention to operators of the form 
#=~P@Y, ~u,(G>=l for all y E K. 
;‘EK 
In this way all linear projectors are covered, as can be easily seen. 
Let us define a norm preserving, linear extension #* of 4 = C,, p,@ y by 
($*fD> := g I, f@> Y(X - t) 4qt) 
for allfEL”O(G), xE G (1.1) 
Clearly, for each x E G we have 
Iq*I = lagI. (l-2) 
For operators of the form Q = CysK,uy@ y, p,(G) = 1 for all y EK the 
Marcinkiewicz-Berman equality holds (compare [3]): 
I L$Lf dm(4 = W for allfE C(G) (1.3) G 
with the translation operators 
By reasons of continuity (1.3) also holds for all fE L”(G). The proof of 
(1.3) is nearly the same as in [3] and is omitted. Denoting a(t) := sgn DK(f) 
for all TV G, by (1.3) we get 
J (T,4*T-,~W> dm(x) =(Gf~)(O) = If2 I, (1.4) G 
and therefore 
i I$#* I dm(x) > IF; I, G (1.5) 
especially 
Now we give a characterization of those operators 4 = CyEKpy@ y, 
,uJG) = 1 for y E K, whose Lebesgue function .is minimal in mean. 
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In this way we generalize our result [8] to Abelian groups and translation 
invariant subspaces. 
THEOREM 1. Let 4 = CYEK ,a,@ y, ,u,,(G) = 1 for y E K. Then 
holds, if and only if there is a positive Bore1 measure ,u E M(G), and a family 
(K, E A, 1 t E G), the function (t, x) M K,(x) being two-dimensional Bore1 
measurable and 
#=I f(t>T-,K,dp(t) foralZfEC(G). 
G 
(1.8) 
ProoJ: Because (K) consists of continuous functions only, the Lebesgue 
function also is continuous and from (1.4) results (after extending 4 to $*) 
Eq. (1.7) being equivalent o 
G’-,~*T-.P)(O) = Ii@* I for m-almost all x E G. (1.9) 
In the theorem, therefore, we can substitute (1.9) for (1.7). From (1.8) we get 
(again after extending d to #*) 
(T,#*T-,o)(O) = j o(x - t) K,(x - t) dp(t) 
G 
Now we prove the reversal: If d = J$,.K~yO y the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem yields a derivate d, of py for each y E K with respect to ,c := 
C,,, I,uJ. Denoting K, := CyEK dit) . y we have 
(#f)(x) = Yz I,s (t) Y(X - t) dpJt) 
=lGf(t) zy(x--t)dJt)Q(t) 
= 
1 
f (t)(T-,K,)(x) d&t), 
G 
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and 
(T,~*T-,a)(O) = j a(x - t) K,(x - t) d/l(t). 
G 
On account of 
M* I = j lK,(x - Ol44~) 
G 
from (1.9) we get 
I 
a(x - t) K,(x - t) d/f(t) 
G 
= i I#,@ - 4l44) for m-almost all x E G G 
respectively 
I Re(a(x - t) K,(x - t)) +(t) G 
Let 
= lK,(x - ~>l44) for m-almost all x E G. (1.10) 
d := ( (x, t) E G* I Re(a(x - t) K,(x - t)) < 1 K,(x - r)l }, 
d’ := (x E G ) (x, t) E d}, 
d,:=(t~GI(x,t)Ed}. 
Then by (l.lO), 
l4fJ = 0 for m-almost all x E G. 
The set M := (t E G I m(&‘) > 0) is Bore1 measurable. Let 
x4(x, I) := 1 if (x, t) E ~4 
.- .- 0 if (x. I) 6Z .d. 
(1.11) 
then by (1.11). j’,,~(&~)dm(x)=O. 
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Fubini’s theorem yields 
respectively 
and therefore 
p(M) = 0. (1.12) 
For all (t, x) E J x G, K,(x) can be replaced by 0 without modifying 4. 
Now we have 
K,(x) * DK(X) 2 0 for m-almost all x E G, (1.13) 
because m(,PP’) = 0 for each t E GM. 
Because of the continuity of K, . D,, (1.13) holds for all x E G, and 
therefore 
K,EAK for all t E Gw. (1.14) 
By reason of (1.12) condition (1.14) can be satisfied for all t E G without the 
measurability of the function t + T-,K, being hurt. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
2. PROJECTORS OF MINIMAL NORM 
We want to determine those operators of the form 4 = Cpx~y@ y, 
P?(G) = 1 for y E K, which are of minimal norm, i.e., those d’s, for which 
l#l= IFKI (2.1) 
holds. Because by (1.5) 1 F, 1 Q J”, IX?@ 1 &z(x) < 14 1, we have to consider only 
such operators 4 which satisfy jG ]@I &z(x) = IFKI. By (1.9) this condition 
is equivalent o 
@*T-,0)@) = I@* I for m-almost all x E G, (2.2) 
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and because of the continuity of the Lebesgue function, (2.1) yields 
I~I=I~KI~l4I=I~KI for all x E G. (2.3) 
Because of Theorem 1 each 4 E M has a representation of the form @j)(x) = 
.I‘GfW K,(x - f> 44) f or allfE C(G) with a positive Bore1 measure ,U and a 
family (K, E A, ( t E G). So we get 
Ml = J IK,(x - 0 44)~ G 
and have proved the following 
THEOREM 2. Let 4 = C,,x ,aYO y, ,au,(G) = 1 for y E K. Then 
l#l= IFKI 
holds if and only if4 has a representation of the form 
with a positive Bore1 measure p and a family (K, E A, I t E G) such that the 
function (t, x) I-+ K,(x) is two-dimensional Bore1 measurable and 
J‘G I K,(x - t)l dp(t) = 1 FK I holds for all x E G. 
3. THE CLASSICAL CASE G= lR/27rZ 
We investigate the case G = lR/2nZ especially with a Kc G yielding a 
real Dirichlet kernel. To R/27$ belongs the set of characters G = {ej Ij E Z, 
ej(t) := e”‘). 
Keeping in mind that the functions (Im ej = -Im(emj) Ij E ih - (0)) are 
linearly independent, we see that D, := CejcK ej is real if and only if K c e 
is symmetrical, i.e., (ej E K =+- eej E K for all j E Z). Moreover, if K is 
symmetrical, D, is even, 
D,&) = DA-t) for all t E G, (3.1) 
and especially the set of the zeros of D, is symmetrical to 0. Now we look 
for functions g E (K), such that 
D,+gEA,. (3.2) 
640/31/2-2 
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These g’s are also real functions, and therefore, have a representation of the 
form 
g = C (a,ie.i + &je-,j) with suitable a,,. = x,~ + iyj, 
CjEK 
j>O x,jTY,j E ‘3 aO =xO, 
= 2 r Re(ajsj) = 2 x Xj Re e,j -yj Im e,j. 
gFK EjEK 
.i> 0 .i> 0 
So, g is in the real space U, = (Re e,j, Im ej 1 e,j E K) with dim U, = #K. If 
D, has p zeros counting multiplicities, and we look for functions g E U,, 
having the same zeros with at least the same multiplicities as D,, we get a 
real subspace U c lin A, with dim U > #K-p. Let A,, AZ,..., A, be a basis 
of U with A, = D, and Ai E A, for i E {2,..., d). Denoting ET := 
maxit It. I Ai(f>l G (l/d) IDK(t>I f or all LEG} we have sT>O for each iE 
( l,..., d). 
Now, we consider the following operators: 
For sEN and siEIR with lai]<&T (l<i<d) let P,:=F,+,B~@ 
Cy=, ciAi with ,u, := c,m (c,(t) := cos(st)); then by Theorem 1 P, E M holds. 
Moreover, for all x E G we have 
a(x - t) Ai(x - t) cos(st) dm(t) 
= l.?F~l+ + T 
,r, ,s 
Eiai,jJ ej(t) cos(st) dm(t) ej(x), 
G 
with (Ti.j := jF ej(t) IAi( dm(t), 
altogether we get 
IiP,I = IJFK I for all x E G 
+ eiais=Oand c &iai.-s=O . 
,Tl ’ ,T, 
(3.3) 
If d > 3 there are solutions (E, ,..., cd) # (0 ,..., 0) of the equations at the right 
side of (3.3), and the convex hull of these minimal operators also consists of 
minimal operators. We can find other minimal operators by choosing other 
,u~‘s, e.g., pu, = (Im e,) . m. In any case, if d > 3 we have found an infinite- 
dimensional, convex set of minimal operators. 
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For s > 2 . max(ljl 1 e,i E K} these P,‘s even are projectors onto (K), 
because of 
(i Pu, 0 f &iAi e.i Cx) i-l ) ) 
zz 5 1 ciej(t) A i(x - f) cos(sf) dm(t) = 0 
i-1-C 
for all e,i E K. Therefore, the set of minimal projectors onto (K) also is 
infinite dimensional. But even for d = 1, more projectors than F, of minimal 
norm may exist, as was shown already by Lambert [S, 61. For if d = 1, then 
A,=D,, and if there is a sEe\(k,--k,Ik,,k,EK} with CL,,~=O, the 
equations in (3.3) are fulfilled also for E, # 0. 
As a simple example we consider a KC {ej E e ij E 22). Then abs(D,) is 
n-periodical as D,, and we get 
a -0 I.S - for odd s. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In the classical case (K) = P, being the space of all trigonometric 
polynomials of degree <n, we have dimd, = 1, and the Fourier coefficients 
of abs(D,) are all different from zero. This yields the uniqueness of the 
Fourier projector [ 1,4,8 1. 
Apart from K II := (e,j 1 Ij[ < n), let us consider K,T := (e,i E K,, 1 ljl# 1 }. 
and compare these two cases. 
We have dim(K,) = 2n + 1 and dim(Kz) = 2n - 1. The classical Dirichlet 
kernel D, := D,” has a representation D,(t) = sin((2n + l)t/2)/sin(t/2), and 
for D,*(t) := DK;(t) we get 
D,*(r) = sin((2n + l)t/2)/sin(f/2) - 2 cos f. (4.1) 
In the following we get an upper bound of the number of zeros of D$ by 
comparing 0: with D,. As both functions are real, with the aid of the 
considerations in Section 3, we can show that DX does not have enough 
zeros for n E N\(O, 1, 2, 3, 5), and get an infinite-dimensional set of minimal 
projectors. We transform D, and D,T into real polynomials of degree II by 
substituting u = cos f, and denote d,,(u) := D,,(r), and d:(u) := D:(r). If 
a < b, and d,,(u) # 0 # d,,(b), and d:(a) # 0 # d:(b). we denote the number 
of zeros of d,[d,* 1 in (a, 6) counting multiplicities by N,,(a. b)lNz(u. b) I. and 
the number of sign changes in the sequences (d,,(a). d;,(u)..... d:,“‘(u)) Irespec- 
tively (d:(u), d:‘(u),..., d$““(u))I, the zeros being dropped, by 
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w&>l wXa)J- B ecause d, has only real zeros, for a < b and d,(a) # 0 # 
d,,(b) we have 
and 
N&7 b) = w,(a) - W,(b), (4.2) 
n = NJ-l, 1) = W,(-1) - W,(l), (4.3) 
as all zeros of d, are in (-1, 1). Thus, W,(-l)= n, and W,,(l)= 0. By 
dn(xk) = 0 for xk := cos(2nk/(2n + l)), and 0 c k < n, we get 
N,(cos 13, 1) = [(2n + 1)8/(2n)J for 0 < 0 < 7c, and D,(O) # 0. 
Now, N,(cos 8, 1) = W,,(cos 8) - W,(l) = W,(cos 0) yields 
W,(COS 0) = [(2n + l)e/(2gj. (4.4) 
Because of [D,,(r)1 < (sin(t/2)))’ for all t E (0, n), and 
(sin(t/2))-’ < -2 cos t for t E (0.7n, 7~1, 
we have 
d,*(x) # 0 for x E [-I, cos(0.7n)). 
For -1 < x < cos(O.77r), and d,*(x) # 0, therefore, 
N,*(-1, 1) = N,*(x, 1) 
< K(x) - W,*(l) (4.5) 
G V(x) 
holds. Now, we will estimate c(x) by comparison with W,(x). We have 
d,*(x) = d,,(x) - 2x, d,*‘(x) = d;(x) - 2, and d,*‘“‘(x) = d!,“‘(x) for 2 ,< v < n, 
SO W,,(x) - 2 < W,*(x)< W,(x) + 2 for any n. Because of (4.4) 
W,(cos(O.7~)) = [0.7n + 0.35 J holds, and for n > 12, 
W,*(x) < W,(x) + 2 < [0.7n + 0.35 J + 2 < n - 2 
yields by (4.5) 
N,*(-l,l)<n-2. 
So, for n > 12, 0: has at most 2n - 4 zeros counting multiplicities, while 
#K,* = 2n - 1, and by Section 3 we get 
dim(lin AK;) > 1. 
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More exactly we have N,*(-1, 1) < 0.7n + 2.35, or dim(lin AK;) > 0.6n - 5.7. 
If n E (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 l}, a more particular estimation of W,*(x) is 
necessary to show that D,* has too small a number of zeros. In the simplest 
case n = 4 one can show that D.f has two distinct pairs of zeros only, and 
therefore 
dim(lin dK1) > 3. 
If s > 8, the linear projectors 
P,$ := FI($ + 5 E,*i(C,m) 0 Ai 
i-l 
with suitable (E,., , E,,~E,~~ ) and Ai E A,, are of minimal norm. 
Note. When this work was finished, we were made aware of the recent 
work of S. D. Fisher, P. D. Morris, and D. E. Wulbert, “Unique Minimality 
of Fourier Projections.” There it is shown that, in the case G = R/2& the 
range of F, having finite codimension and K being symmetrical, FK is the 
unique minimal norm projection if and only if D, is “determined by its 
zeros.” 
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